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The Heavens Declare The Heavens Declare 
the Glory of Godthe Glory of God

The Solar SystemThe Solar System

By Felice GerwitzBy Felice Gerwitz
http://MediaAngels.com

What is a Solar System?What is a Solar System?

God created the Solar System!God created the Solar System!

A solar system is sun that is orbited by planets

How Big is the Solar System?

It is approximately 40 astronomical units
1-AU = 93 million miles
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Who Created the Solar System?Who Created the Solar System?
Genesis:1Genesis:1--9 9 

�� And God said, And God said, ““Let the water Let the water 
under the sky be gathered to under the sky be gathered to 
one place, and let dry ground one place, and let dry ground 
appear.appear.”” And it was so. God And it was so. God 
called the ground called the ground ““land,land,”” and and 
the gathered waters he called the gathered waters he called 
““seas.seas.”” And God saw that it And God saw that it 
was good.was good.

Importance of GenesisImportance of Genesis

��God Created the Solar SystemGod Created the Solar System

––Genesis 1:14Genesis 1:14--1616

…Our God 
placed our 
planet, Earth 

in just the 
perfect spot. 

Not too far 
and not too 
close.
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Beginning of the Solar System?Beginning of the Solar System?

After The Big Bang? 

Something from nothing?

Scientists guess…
A guess is called a hypothesis

Nebular Hypothesis
Gravity pulled the 
planets into orbit
around the sun

Problems:
Too hot
Too magnetic
Rotate too quickly

Sun spins slowly and the planets move rapidly around the sun

Nebular Hypothesis Debunked?Nebular Hypothesis Debunked?
�� Pluto and Neptune rotate from East to Pluto and Neptune rotate from East to 
WestWest

�� All other planets rotate from West to All other planets rotate from West to 
East East 

�� Cloud of gas in space will expand not Cloud of gas in space will expand not 
contractcontract

�� Sun spins once every 25 earth daysSun spins once every 25 earth days
–– "The heavens declare the glory of God; and "The heavens declare the glory of God; and 
the firmament the firmament showethshoweth His handiwork" (Psalm His handiwork" (Psalm 
19:1).19:1).
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Milky Way GalaxyMilky Way Galaxy

��Galaxy Galaxy 

Where Where 

our Solar our Solar 

System is System is 

locatedlocated

How Big is the Solar System?How Big is the Solar System?

��No one really No one really 

knowsknows

��Man canMan can’’t t 

travel that fartravel that far

Spin of the Milky WaySpin of the Milky Way

Spiral GalaxySpiral Galaxy
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Our Solar SystemOur Solar System

Permission to Use: Copyright Richard Powell http://www.atlasoftheuniverse.com/copyright.html

Permission to Use: Copyright Richard Powell http://www.atlasoftheuniverse.com/copyright.html

Solar Flare

The SunThe Sun

Solar eclipse
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What is a planet?What is a planet?

�� A planet is a celestial body A planet is a celestial body 

–– orbits around the Sunorbits around the Sun

–– has sufficient mass for to remain nearly has sufficient mass for to remain nearly 

round in shaperound in shape

–– has a cleared orbithas a cleared orbit——nothing in its waynothing in its way

Planet: MercuryPlanet: Mercury
The closest planet to the sun

Craters dot the planet’s 
surface

It is 800 degrees in the day 
and -280 degrees at night
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Planet: VenusPlanet: Venus

�� Small Rocky PlanetSmall Rocky Planet

�� Blanket of cloudsBlanket of clouds

�� 400400oo CelsiusCelsius

–– Venus reflects so much Venus reflects so much 

sunlight brightest sunlight brightest 

planet in the night skyplanet in the night sky

Our Home Planet EarthOur Home Planet Earth

Earth was specially created by God

3rd planet from the Sun

“Earth-rise” over the moon’s surface
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The MoonThe Moon

�� Craters canCraters can’’t be t be 

explainedexplained

�� Second brightest Second brightest 

object in the skyobject in the sky

�� Man has waked on Man has waked on 

the surface of the the surface of the 

moonmoon

Lunar Eclipse

Moons compared to EarthMoons compared to Earth
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Planet: MarsPlanet: Mars

�� Great dust Great dust 

storms engulf storms engulf 

the entire planetthe entire planet

�� Mars Pathfinder Mars Pathfinder 

landed on Mars landed on Mars 

19971997

�� Known as the Known as the 

red planetred planet

AsteroidsAsteroids

�� 2 asteroids alongside the Earth2 asteroids alongside the Earth’’s moons moon

�� Asteroids pieces of rocky fragmentsAsteroids pieces of rocky fragments

�� Pulled into orbit by gravityPulled into orbit by gravity
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MeteoroidMeteoroid

�� Bits of material Bits of material 
moving through moving through 
spacespace

�� Some come into Some come into 
EarthEarth’’s atmospheres atmosphere

�� Bright tails due to Bright tails due to 
friction of airfriction of air

�� Origins? Our solar Origins? Our solar 
systemsystem

Planet: JupiterPlanet: Jupiter

�� Largest planet in the Largest planet in the 

solar systemsolar system

�� 44--moons the size of moons the size of 

planetsplanets

�� Wind speeds of more Wind speeds of more 

than 400 mph!than 400 mph!

�� Giant gas planetGiant gas planet

�� Heat coming from Heat coming from 

inside the planet inside the planet 

should be much less if should be much less if 

evolution is trueevolution is true
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Planet: SaturnPlanet: Saturn

Visible in the night sky

Rings are too young for 
evolution

The moons of Saturn

2-Moons trade orbits!

Planet: UranusPlanet: Uranus

�� Giant gas planetGiant gas planet

�� Spins sidewaysSpins sideways

�� Colored BandsColored Bands
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Planet: NeptunePlanet: Neptune

�� Giant gas planet blue Giant gas planet blue 
methanemethane

�� Math discovered the planetMath discovered the planet

�� Fastest winds of all planetsFastest winds of all planets

�� Evolution canEvolution can’’t explain why t explain why 
it still has so much energy to it still has so much energy to 
drive high windsdrive high winds

�� Rings have thick and thin Rings have thick and thin 
regionsregions……unexplainedunexplained

Planet: Pluto? Dwarf Planet?Planet: Pluto? Dwarf Planet?

��Was a planetWas a planet

��Downgraded to a Downgraded to a ““dwarfdwarf”” planetplanet

��Orbit inside of Neptune for 248 yearsOrbit inside of Neptune for 248 years
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CometsComets

�� There should be no There should be no 

comets leftcomets left

�� Comets vaporize Comets vaporize 

when they near the when they near the 

sunsun

MeteorMeteor

Meteor Crater in Arizona.
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Asteroid BeltAsteroid Belt

�� Region between Region between 

the inner planetsthe inner planets

�� Thousands of Thousands of 

asteroidsasteroids

�� Over 7,000Over 7,000

KuiperKuiper BeltBelt

�� Like an asteroid Like an asteroid 

beltbelt

�� Outer reaches of Outer reaches of 

the solar systemthe solar system

�� Contains: dwarf Contains: dwarf 

planets, rocks, planets, rocks, 

metals, frozenmetals, frozen

�� StableStable
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And God CreatedAnd God Created……

Psalm 102:25Psalm 102:25--2727

In the beginning you laid the In the beginning you laid the 

foundations of the earth, foundations of the earth, 

and the heavens are the work and the heavens are the work 

of your hands. of your hands. 

Fun FactsFun Facts

�� Spiral Galaxies rotate too fast for an old universeSpiral Galaxies rotate too fast for an old universe

�� Magnetic field of planets and moon are too strong Magnetic field of planets and moon are too strong 
for billions of yearsfor billions of years

�� Jupiter and Neptune are too hot  Jupiter and Neptune are too hot  

�� Most of the mass of the Solar System is the SunMost of the mass of the Solar System is the Sun

�� Surface of Venus is 92 times EarthSurface of Venus is 92 times Earth’’s pressure s pressure 

�� Earth intersects the debris field of meteors once a Earth intersects the debris field of meteors once a 
year, which is why most showers are annualyear, which is why most showers are annual
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Kids Yahoo GroupKids Yahoo Group

�� Post Questions to the GroupPost Questions to the Group

�� Visit to chatVisit to chat

��Meet likeMeet like--minded friendsminded friends

�� Email me for an invitationEmail me for an invitation

–– It is a closed groupIt is a closed group

��felice@mediaangels.comfelice@mediaangels.com

Media Angels, CurriculumMedia Angels, Curriculum

http://www.MediaAngels.com
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Truth Seekers Mystery SeriesTruth Seekers Mystery Series ™™

www.MediaAngels.com
felice@mediaangels.com

Action, Adventure, Mystery
and Creation SCIENCE!!

Resources for your libraryResources for your library
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Newsletter Subscribe OnlineNewsletter Subscribe Online
Blog Posts

Meet me online on Facebook

Follow on Twitter

ScholarSquare.comScholarSquare.com

Listen to a 
class online 
whenever you 

want!

Or…teach 
your own 
class and post 
it! 


